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Prasad, Praveen. A Dynamically Reconfigurable Intrusion Detection 

System. (Under the direction of Dr. Paul D Franzon) 

 

This dissertation implements a Network Based Intrusion Detection System 

on a Dynamically Reconfigurable Architecture. The design is captured using 

synthesizable Verilog HDL. The Dynamically Reconfigurable Intrusion 

Detection System (DRIDS) addresses the challenges faced by typical 

applications that use Reconfigurable devices that do not exploit their full 

computational density because of the limited FPGA memory, inefficient 

FPGA utilization, processor to FPGA communication bottlenecks and high 

reconfiguration latencies. The implementation of Intrusion Detection on the 

DRIDS boasts of high computational density and better performance through 

the exploitation of parallelism inherent in this application. 
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1. Introduction 

 

An implementation of an Intrusion Detection System on a Dynamically 

Reconfigurable Architecture is presented in this Thesis. The section on 

Reconfigurable Computing contains a brief literature review on the topic in 

areas relevant to this thesis. In the Intrusion Detection section, a background 

on Intrusion Detection Systems is provided, elucidating its importance in a 

networking environment. In Chapter 4 the architecture itself is presented 

with a high level overview of the various Functional Units and their 

interfaces. Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of a Network Based 

Intrusion Detection System on the Dynamically Reconfigurable Architecture 

along with a Performance Analysis. Suggestions for future improvements 

and the challenges involved in implementing these are noted in the Future 

Work section. The Appendix contain the Verilog code that models the 

architecture and the implementation of Intrusion Detection on it.  
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2. Reconfigurable Computing 

  

A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an array of bit-processing 

elements whose function and interconnection can be programmed after 

fabrication. Most FPGAs use lookup tables (LUT) to serve as programmable 

units. The lookup tables are wired together with a programmable 

interconnect or switch fabric, which accounts for most of the area in each 

FPGA cell. FPGAs were originally designed as user-programmable 

alternatives to mask-configured gate arrays in which the bit-processing 

elements implement the logic gates, and the programmable interconnect 

replace the selective gate wiring.  

 

Computing with FPGA is called reconfigurable computing because the 

behavior of each gate and interconnect is defined by configuration bits in the 

device for each cycle of operation. Like processors, FPGA are programmed 

after fabrication to solve any computational task that fits in the device’s 

finite state and operational resources. This impermanent, post-fabrication 

customizability sets apart processors and FPGAs from custom functional 

blocks, whose operations are set during fabrication and can implement only 

one function or a very small range of functions.  
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LUT 

The main advantage of reconfigurable computing derives from its unique 

combination of broad applicability provided by the capability of 

reconfiguration, and achievable performance, through the potential 

exploitation of parallelism. 

 

2.1 Spatial and Temporal Computation 

Figure 2.1 from [1] depicts the difference between spatial and temporal 

computing. In spatial computations, each operator exists at a different point 

in space, allowing the computation to exploit parallelism, to achieve high 

throughput and low computational latencies. In temporal implementations, a 

small number of general compute resources are reused in time, allowing the 

computation to be implemented compactly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Spatial versus Temporal Computation for the expression y=Ax2+Bx+C 
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Computations are generally implemented in custom hardware or software. 

Many systems are designed using a mixed approach, placing some subtasks 

in custom hardware and some in software or more general purpose 

processing engines. Hardware implementations offer high performance 

because they do not involve the additional overhead for interpretation of 

instructions or extra circuitry capable of solving a more general problem. 

They are relatively faster due to the high parallelism and spatial execution. 

 

Software implementations execute on a general-purpose processing engine 

that interprets a designated data stream as instructions telling the engine 

what operations to perform. As a result, software implementations are 

flexible but relatively slow due to the temporal execution of instructions. 

  

The key benefit of reconfigurable devices is that they introduce a class of 

post-fabrication configurable devices that support spatial computations, thus 

allowing them to perform more operations per cycle. This organization has 

inherent density advantages over traditional processor designs.  
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2.2 Classification 

A reconfigurable device may be mainly characterized by the granularity of 

the configurable units, the number of configuration levels (contexts), the 

type of reconfiguration (dynamic or static), the computational model and the 

memory organization. 

 

A fine grain device provides the widest range of applicability at the expense 

of efficiency. Coarse grain systems typically contain specially designed 

units, which improves performance for specific areas. 

 

Dynamic reconfiguration allows the change of the device configuration on 

the fly, during system operation, whereas static reconfiguration implies a 

computation stall. Multi-context architectures can provide real dynamic 

reconfiguration, since they can store a set of different contexts 

(configurations) in an on-chip context memory. However, the context 

memory management becomes crucial when its capacity is exceeded. 

Moreover, because of the similarity with conventional design approaches, 

almost all reconfigurable logic applications are compile-time configured.   
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2.3 Altera FLEX 10K FPGA 

Each FLEX 10K [6] device contains an embedded array to implement 

memory and specialized logic functions, and a logic array to implement 

general logic.  

 

The embedded array consists of a series of Embedded Array Blocks (EAB). 

When implementing memory functions, each EAB provides 2,048 bits, 

which can be used to create RAM, ROM, dual-port RAM, or first-in first-out 

(FIFO) functions. 

 

When implementing logic, each EAB can contribute 100 to 600 gates 

towards logic functions, such as multipliers, microcontrollers, state 

machines, and DSP functions. EABs can be used independently, or 

multiple EABs can be combined to implement larger functions. 

 

The logic array consists of logic array blocks (LAB). Each LAB contains 

eight Logical Elements (LE) and a local interconnect. An LE consists of a 4-

input look-up table (LUT), a programmable flipflop, and dedicated signal 

paths for carry and cascade functions. The eight LEs can be used to create 

medium-sized blocks of logic—8-bit counters, address decoders, or state 
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machines—or combined across LABs to create larger logic blocks. Each 

LAB represents about 96 usable gates of logic. Figure 2.2 depicts the 

Logical Element used in the Altera FLEX 10k FPGA. 

 

 

 

 

There are two types of routing, local and global. Local routing connects each 

LE with its nearest neighbors and global routing can connect any two LEs on 

the chip. Global routing comes with additional delay but is necessary to 

implement large applications.  

 

Figure 2.2 : Logical Element of Altera FLEX 10K FPGA 
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This dissertation stresses the use of coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays 

with path widths greater than 1 bit because of the routing area overhead in 

fine-grained architectures. A major benefit is the reduction in configuration 

memory and configuration time as well as reduction in complexity of the 

placement and routing. 

 

2.4 FPGAs with Larger and Centralized Memory 

There are two kinds of memory limitations on FPGAs: memory for 

configurations and memory for data. The Dynamically Programmable Gate 

Array (DPGA) offers a temporary storage for configuration and will be 

discussed in the following section.  

 

On-chip centralized memory is attractive for many FPGA architectures 

because many applications implemented with FPGAs have large datasets 

that cannot be stored in the FPGA. On-chip memory reduces memory access 

latencies and the need for I/O resources. 
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2.5 Dynamically Programmable Gate Array (DPGA) 

DeHon [7] defines utilization as the amount of logic used during the 

execution of a subroutine. 100% utilization is highly desirable, however, in 

most cases the FPGA fabric is utilized only a fraction of the time. With 

DPGA, the main goal is to increase computational bandwidth while utilizing 

100% of all logic. This is achieved by creating a storage area for 

reconfigurations and having the FPGA fabric switch to different 

configurations over time. A small DRAM is assigned to each LE that stores 

different configurations.  This is similar to partitioning the design over 

several chips storing the partitions in memory and switching them over time.  

 

2.6 Run-Time Reconfiguration(RTR) 

RTR involves the division of an application into a series of sequentially 

executed stages with each stage implemented as a separate context for the 

FPGA. The system loads each configuration to the FPGA as necessary at 

run-time. RTR can increase the functional density and performance of an 

application when compared to single context FPGAs by taking advantage of 

the idle circuitry of each stage. However, the potential drawback of RTR is 

the latency associated with reconfiguration.  
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2.7 PipeRench 

PipeRench [8] is a programmable data path that introduces a “virtual 

hardware” abstraction by run-time reconfiguration of its programmable 

hardware fabric. This addresses the problem of high cost of developing and 

reusing hardware piplelines on reconfigurable devices. Applications 

expressed in this hardware abstraction can run on a family of compatible 

devices.  

 

                   

 

The top of figure 2.3 shows a 6-stage virtual hardware pipeline. The bottom 

of this figure illustrates the first five cycles of reconfiguration of a four-stage 

physical hardware pipeline executing the six stage virtual design. 

Reconfiguration is performed by storing the configuration data of the entire 

Figure 2.3 : PipeRench Concept 
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virtual hardware on-chip and moving this information from the on-chip 

memory into the physical fabric every cycle. 

 

2.8 Dynamically Programmable Cache (DPC) 

The DPC [9] is a run-time reconfigurable device that uses existing hardware 

– cache memory – to store data and configuration information. This is 

achieved by merging the data cache with the FPGA fabric on the same unit 

as shown in figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

This integration reduces communication bottlenecks with memory which 

results in reduced reconfiguration latencies and decreased execution time. 

Figure 2.4 : DPC Architecture 
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The DPC, in concept, can act as a conventional data cache, a computational 

device or a combination of the two. Figure illustrates how the logical 

elements of the FPGA fabric are interspersed among the cache memory 

blocks.    

 

2.9 Run-Time Reconfiguration Artificial Neural Network 

(RRANN) 

The RRANN[18] uses run-time reconfiguration to increase the number of 

hardware neurons an FPGA can implement. RRANN divides the 

backpropagation algorithm into three, time-exclusive stages known as feed-

forward, backpropagation, and update. During execution, only one of the 

three stages is configured on FPGAs. When that stage completes, the FPGAs 

are reconfigured with the next stage. This process repeats itself until the 

neural network converges on the training set.  

     

2.10 Conclusion 

Decreasing ASIC product life cycles is a motivation for replacing at least 

some of the ASICS with Reconfigurable Architectures for product longevity 

by upgrading. However, conventional FPGAs seldom meet their 

performance potential due to the limited memory bandwidth, long 
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configuration time and communication bottlenecks. This dissertation 

proposes an architecture that addresses these issues by using embedded 

memory and Partial Self-Reconfiguration to complement Run-Time 

Reconfiguration.  
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3. Intrusion Detection Systems 

 

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are software or hardware systems that 

automate the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer 

system or network, analyzing them dynamically or statically for signs of 

compromise to security. As network security breaches have increased in 

number and severity in recent times, intrusion detection systems have 

become a necessary addition to the security infrastructure of most 

organizations. 

 

Intrusions can be defined as “attempts to compromise the confidentiality, 

integrity, availability, or to bypass the security mechanisms of a computer or 

network.” [11] 

 

3.1 Classification 

By nature of their functions IDSs can be classified into three components: 

• Information Sources - Various sources of event information are used to 

determine whether an intrusion has taken place. Network, host, and 

application monitors are some of the most common sources. 
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• Analysis - This part of intrusion detection systems actually organizes and 

analyzes the events derived from the information sources, deciding when 

those events indicate the occurrence of intrusions. The most common 

analysis approaches are misuse detection and anomaly detection. 

• Response – This is the set of actions that the system takes once an intrusion 

is detected. These are typically grouped into active and passive measures, 

with active measures involving automated intervention by the system, and 

passive measures involving reporting IDS findings. There are two 

approaches to analyzing events to detect attacks: 

 

3.2 Anomaly detection  

Anomaly detection uses models of the intended behavior of users and 

applications, interpreting deviations from this “normal” behavior as a cause 

for suspicion. [12] This is achieved by constructing profiles representing 

normal behavior of users, hosts or network connections. These profiles are 

constructed from historical data collected over a period of normal operation. 

The detectors then collect event data and use a variety of measures to 

determine when monitored activity deviates from the norm. A basic 

assumption of anomaly detection is that attacks differ from normal behavior.  
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The main advantage of anomaly detection systems is that they can detect 

previously unknown attacks. By defining what is normal, they can identify 

any violation, whether it is part of the threat model or not.  

 

3.3 Misuse detection   

Misuse detection is a technique in which the analysis targets system activity, 

looking for events or sets of events that match a predefined pattern of events 

that describe a known attack. As the patterns corresponding to known 

attacks are called signatures, misuse detection is sometimes called signature-

based detection. Misuse detection is the technique used by most commercial 

systems and its most common form specifies each pattern of events 

corresponding to an attack as a separate signature. The main advantage of 

misuse detection systems is that they focus analysis on the audit data and 

typically produce few false positives.   

 

3.4 Network-Based IDSs 

Network-Based IDSs detect attacks by capturing and analyzing network 

packets. These consist of a set of single-purpose sensors or hosts placed at 

various points in a network. These units monitor network traffic, performing 

analysis of that traffic and reporting attacks to a central console. As the 
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sensors are limited to running the IDS, they can be easily secured against 

attacks. The majority of commercial intrusion detection systems are network 

based. 

 

3.4.1 Advantages of Network-Based IDSs: 

• A few well-placed network-based IDSs can monitor large networks. 

• The deployment of network-based IDSs has little impact upon 

existing networks. Network-based IDSs are usually passive, non-

intrusive devices that listen on a network wire without interfering with 

the normal operation of a network.  

• Network-based IDSs can be made very secure against attacks 

themselves. 

 

3.4.2 Disadvantages of Network-Based IDSs: 

• Network-based IDSs may have difficulty processing all packets in a 

large or busy network and as a result, may fail to recognize an attack 

launched during periods of high traffic. The need to analyze packets 

quickly also forces some IDSs to both detect fewer attacks and also 

detect attacks with as little computing resource as possible, which can 

reduce detection effectiveness. 
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• Many of the advantages of network-based IDSs don’t apply to more 

modern switch-based networks. Most switches do not provide 

universal monitoring ports and this limits the monitoring range of a 

network-based IDS sensor to a single host. 

• Network-based IDSs cannot analyze encrypted information. 

• Some IDSs have problems dealing with attacks that involve 

fragmenting packets. These malformed packets cause the IDSs to 

become unstable and crash. 
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4. Dynamically Reconfigurable Intrusion Detection 

System (DRIDS) 

 

Reconfigurable devices (FPGAs) are flexible; have broad applicability and 

provide high computational density and higher performance, through the 

potential exploitation of parallelism. However, typical applications that use 

FPGAs do not exploit their full computational density because of the limited 

FPGA memory, inefficient FPGA utilization, processor to FPGA 

communication bottlenecks and high reconfiguration latencies.  

 

This thesis presents a reconfigurable architecture for a Network Based 

Intrusion Detection System that provides a solution to these problems and 

leverages the improvements to address the challenges in this application.  

  

4.1 Motivations 

• Network-based IDSs may have difficulty processing all packets in a 

large or busy network and as a result, may fail to recognize an attack 

launched during periods of high traffic. The need to analyze packets 
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quickly also forces some IDSs to compromise on detection 

effectiveness.  

• Network-based IDSs have problems dealing with attacks that involve 

fragmenting packets.  

• There are constant modifications being made to the algorithms that are 

involved in network-based Intrusion Detection and also new additions 

made to Rule-set that is used to identify attacks.      

 

The implementation of such an application on Reconfigurable hardware will 

result in a high performance gain on a non-intrusive and flexible system. 

There are three primary ways to implement security functions in networking 

hardware equipment as discussed in [13]. 

 

The method that is commonly used today id to use a co-processor with a 

network processor or general-purpose processor. With higher data rates, this 

method becomes less practical because the packet must traverse shared 

resources such as data buses or memory four times. 

 

The second method in which a security processor is added inline with a 

network processor can achieve high data rates. However, the inline security 
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processor must perform many of the same functions that the network 

processor must do such as packet reassembly; thus work must be repeated 

and silicon area must be duplicated. 

 

The third method is to add the security functionality into the same silicon as 

the network processor, thus adding security functionality into the network 

processor and minimizing new silicon area. Such an approach solves the 

problem of having the security processor to do many of the functions that the 

network processor is targeted for. Some of these tasks include reassembly of 

packets, protocol processing and exception handling. The DRIDS unit fits 

into such an ASIC or programmable Network Processor environment.  

 

4.2 Structure of the DRIDS 

The DRIDS pipeline is shown in Figure 4.1 and consists of 4 Intrusion 

Detection Engines with their corresponding Packet Data and Signature 

memory. Each stage of the pipeline has a Memory Controller (MC) 

associated with it. Each Intrusion Detection Engine updates the Scoreboard 

after a Packet has been processed.  
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The Intrusion Detection Engine is responsible for the actual implementation 

of the signature based attack detection algorithm. It is controlled by a   Finite 

State Machine (FSM) with an array of 16 Reconfigurable Logical Elements 

(LE Array) on the data-path. All computations are handled by the LE  Array 

and the FSM generates the configuration bits for the LE Array according to 

the requirement of the current cycle. 

 

Each IDE has a 2KB synchronous SRAM associated to it. The IDEs have 

Read access to the SRAM through 4 32 bit ports. The SRAM has a width of 

256 bits and a depth of 64 and allows 32 bit accesses through sub-field 

extractions. 

 

The Memory Controllers are responsible for the transfer of packet data from 

one stage of the pipeline to the next. They are capable of detecting idle IDEs 

and transferring packet data to them using 256 bit wide burst writes to the 

SRAM. Each MC maintains a Finite State Machine of its corresponding 

SRAM. 

 

On completion of a processing a particular rule on a packet, an IDE updates 

its corresponding entry in the Scoreboard Register. The Scoreboard 
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maintains a record of the result for each rule for all outstanding packets in 

the DRIDS. This facilitates an external application (Hardware or Software) 

to detect the content of a packet and decide if the packet is to be dropped, 

ignored or flagged as suspicious.      

 

4.3 The Intrusion Detection Engine 

Each Intrusion Detection Engine consists of an FSM and an array of 16 

Logical Elements (LEs) and interfaces to memory (SRAM). The SRAM is 

256 bits wide and 64 rows deep. The SRAM has been so chosen to 

accommodate 1500 octets of packet data corresponding to the Maximum 

Transfer Unit (MTU) of Ethernet. The remaining memory is used for the 

storage of SNORT rules. SNORT rules and their storage in the SRAM will 

be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. The SRAM has 4 32-

bit read ports, one 256-bit read port and one 256-bit write port. The 32-bit 

read ports are facilitated through sub-field extraction in the SRAM. This is 

necessary because the IDE has a 32-bit wide data-path. Two of the 32-bit 

read ports are dedicated for packet data and the remaining two 32-bit read 

ports are for rule access. Two ports are necessary for each of these actions to 

account for end of row overflows of packet and rule data during the 

implementation of the Boyer-Moore pattern-matching algorithm. This will 
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be discussed in greater detail in the chapter on the implementation of rule-

based Intrusion Detection on the DRIDS.         

 

4.4 The Memory Controller 

The SRAM memory controller for each stage of the DRIDS pipeline polices 

the integrity of the data in the SRAM and generates controls to the 

corresponding IDE to indicate the arrival of fresh packet data.  

 

The first and last stages of the Memory Controllers are unique in the 

following ways. MC0 handshakes with the external input (PKT_RDY) by 

generating the CTLR_RDY signal to indicate that it is ready to accept new 

packet data. MC3 does not require a mechanism to keep track of idleness in 

following stages. In all other respects, the four Memory controllers are 

similar.  

 

Each memory controller maintains a 6 bit wide counter to facilitate burst 

reads and writes. The status of the corresponding SRAM is maintained by 

implementing a Finite Sate Machine as shown in Figure 4.2.  
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There are four possible SRAM states; Invalid, Exclusive, Stalled and Valid. 

The Invalid state is the one the SRAM adopts upon Reset. The Memory 

Controller may write to this SRAM only if it is in the ‘Invalid’ state. A write 

to the SRAM sends it to the ‘Exclusive’ state, which indicates that the 

packet data in this SRAM is exclusive to it and not to be overwritten. Upon a 

Read to this SRAM (which is equivalent to write to the SRAM in the 

following stage) the state changes to ‘Valid’. This indicates that the contents 
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Figure 4.2      SRAM Finite State Machine 
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of the SRAM have been read by the following stage but the corresponding 

IDE has not completed the rule-checking. Similarly, if the IDE indicates the 

completion of the rule-checking, the SRAM state changes to ‘Stalled’, 

indicating that the following pipe stage has not read the information and the 

Memory Controller waits on the following stage to complete and initiate a 

‘Read’ before it can begin fetching packet data from the preceding stage or 

from the external input. In order to avoid large delays in the ‘Stalled’ stage, 

the Memory Controller begins fetching packet data soon after the first 

‘Read’ cycle to it’s corresponding SRAM. Since the packet data transfer 

occurs in bursts and because stage n+1 is always one cycle ahead of stage n, 

there is no danger of data getting corrupted.          

       

4.5 The DRIDS Logical Element 

The Logical Elements used in this design are based on the Altera FLEX 10K 

LEs discussed previously. However, there are certain unique features about 

the LE in the DRIDS.  

 

The LE operates in two different modes: Logical and Arithmetic. The 

Logical functions are AND, OR, NAND, NOR, XOR and INV. The 

Arithmetic operations are ADD, SUBTRACT and COMPARE EQUAL. 
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Data1 

Figure 4.4 shows a single LE. The input for the LE are Data and 

Configurations. The data signals are DATA0, DATA1, DATA2, DATA3 

and CARRY_IN. The configuration signals are Sram_Op, 

CascadeMux_select, RegBypass_enable, Reg2Datain_enable, Carry_enable 

and Reg_enable. These configuration bits are generated by the FSM in the 

Intrusion Detection Engine.  
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Figure 4.4 : DRIDS Logical Element 
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The SRAM blocks of the LE hold the output of the functional unit for all 

possible data combinations. For example, if the LE is to perform an ADD, 

the output of the SRAM will be the addition of the two operands for all 

possible input combinations. 

 

The LE contains two memory units (flip-flops) that can store the results of 

one previous cycle. This is particularly useful for this application where 

address computations of the previous cycle are required for the memory 

access of the current cycle. This will be explained in further detail in the 

following chapter.    

 

The functions of each configuration signal are as follows:  

The ‘Sram_Op’ signal selects the function (arithmetic or logical) of the LE. 

‘CascadeMux_select’ multiplexes Carry_out and Compute_out to 

Cascade_out. ‘RegBypass_enable’ determines if LE_OUT needs to be the 

output of the memory units (Data from a previous cycle) or Compute_out 

(Output of SRAM). ‘Reg2Datain_enable’ determines if the input data to the 

SRAM needs to be the output of the memory units. ‘Carry_enable’ signals 

that there is an input carry when the LE operates in a cascaded mode and 

‘Reg_enable’ acts as a reset to the memory units.      
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4.6 Multibit Output Look Up Table 

1-bit output granularity of each Look Up Table (LUT) in the LE results in a 

large interconnect area and large delay due to a number of switches for the 

programmability. [20] In order to avoid these and to provide greater data 

width per LE Array, this thesis proposes to use an LE with multibit output 

LUTs. Since multibit output LUT has the same inputs for all output bits, it is 

less flexible in implementing functions. [10] However, it is not a major 

bottleneck in this application as the reconfiguration is local and the 

configurations supplied to LEs in a particular area are identical per cycle.   

 

4.7 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a reconfigurable computing architecture that adds 

security functionality to an ASIC or programmable Network Processor 

environment. A high level view of the DRIDS architecture as well as a 

description of its interfaces is provided along with a discussion about its 

similarities and differences from the ALTERA Flex 10K FPGA structure.   
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5. Intrusion Detection using the Snort Rule Set 

 

Snort[15] is a cross-platform, network intrusion detection tool that can be 

deployed to monitor TCP/IP networks and detect a wide variety of 

suspicious network traffic as well as outright attacks. The program is free 

software; access rights to it falls under the terms of the GNU General Public 

License. 

 

5.1 The Snort detection engine 

Snort maintains its detection rules in a two dimensional linked list of what 

are termed Chain Headers and Chain Options.  Chain Headers are lists of 

rules that have been condensed down to a list of common attributes and the 

detection modifier options are contained in the Chain Options. Figure 5.1 

shows the logical structure of the Snort Rule set.   
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Snort version 1.2.1 has the following option fields available: 

1. content: Searches the packet payload for the a specified pattern. 

2. flags: Tests the TCP flags for specified settings. 

3. ttl: Checks the IP header's time-to-live (TTL) field. 

Chain Option 
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TCP Flags 
ICMP Codes/types 

Payload Size 
Etc. 

Chain Header 
Source IP Address 

Destination IP Address 
Source Port 

Destination Port 

Chain Header 
Source IP Address 

Destination IP Address 
Source Port 

Destination Port 

Chain Header 
Source IP 
Destination IP  
Source Port 
Destination Port 

Chain Option 
Content 

TCP Flags 
ICMP Codes/types

Payload Size 
Etc.

Chain Option 
Content 

TCP Flags 
ICMP Codes/types 

Payload Size 
Etc. 

Figure 5.1 : Rule Chain Logical Structure 
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4. itype: Match on the ICMP type field. 

5. icode: Match on the ICMP code field. 

6. minfrag: Set the threshold value for IP fragment size. 

7. id: Test the IP header for the specified value. 

8. ack: Look for a specific TCP header acknowledgement number. 

9. seq: Log for a specific TCP header sequence number. 

10. logto: Log packets matching the rule to the specified filename. 

11. dsize: Match on the size of the packet payload. 

12. offset: Modifier for the content option, sets the offset into the packet 

payload to begin the content search. 

13. depth: Modifier for the content option, sets the number of bytes from 

the start position to search through. 

14. msg: Sets the message to be sent when a packet generates an event. 

 

5.2 Implementation of Snort Rule set on the DRIDS 

The DRIDS implements a subset of the Snort Rule set on each IDE. Each 

IDE consists of a Master FSM and 14 auxiliary FSMs called the RoptFSMs 

(Rule Option FSM). Each RoptFSM deals with a particular rule option. With 

the arrival of a new packet, the Master FSM reads in the first rule from the 

SRAM and passes control to RoptFSM that deals with the first rule option 
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that occurs. When the RoptFSM completes checking its rule option, it 

returns control to the Master FSM which then proceeds to check the next 

rule option. 
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Figure 5.2 : IDE MasterFSM 
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As shown in Figure 5.2 , the Master FSM has 5 possible states. Upon Reset 

the FSM enters into state S0. In this state it maintains the IDE_RDY signal 

at ‘1’ saying that the IDE is not currently processing a packet. It also 

initializes the Read Pointer to the location of the first Rule in the SRAM. In 

this state, the FSM is sampling the SramState signal from the controller for 

this pipe stage, and remains in this stage as long as the SramState is 

“Invalid”.  

 

The FSM transitions to state S1 when SramState changes to “Exclusive”. 

This state checks against the rule option read in from the SRAM and passes 

control to the RoptFSM that handles it. This state also deduces the number 

of bytes by which to increment the Read Pointer from the current option 

being handled by the RoptFSM. But this value cannot be deduced upon a 

content match option and this triggers a transition to state S2. For all other 

options, the FSM transitions to state S3. 

 

State S2 is an intermediate state where the Master FSM determines the size 

of the content match pattern from the following byte in the SRAM. This is 

possible because of the format of the rules on the SRAM as shown in Figure. 
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After incrementing the Read Pointer to point to the next valid rule in SRAM, 

the FSM transitions to State S3. 

 

S3 is a stalled state where the FSM waits for return of control from the 

RoptFSM. The RoptFSM could return with either a “Pass” or a “Fail” 

message. If a Rule option fails, the Master FSM updates the Scoreboard 

saying that the particular rule has failed and moves on to the next Rule in the 

SRAM. However, in order to find the next rule in the SRAM, the FSM 

needs to find the rule delimiter for the current rule and hence enters sate S4 

where it increments the ReadPointer until the rule delimiter is found at 

which point it return to state S1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

StatusStatus

ControlControl 

Master FSM

RoptFSM0 RoptFSM1

Figure 5.3 : Top Down Control in FSM Design 
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On a passing rule option in state S3, i.e. the RoptFSM returns control with a 

“PASS” signal, the Master FSM transitions to state S1 where it proceeds to 

read the next rule option from the SRAM. Upon finding a rule delimiter, 

state S1 updates the Scoreboard. Figure 5.3 from [21] illustrates the design 

approach adopted for the DRIDS IDE. 

 

5.3 Scoreboard Array 

The Scoreboard contains logic to determine the serial number of the rule 

whose status is currently being updated by an IDE. Each incoming packet is 

assigned a Tag value by the SRAM controller of Stage 1 using the Least 

Recently Used (LRU) algorithm. This value is communicated to the IDE that 

is processing that packet and the invalid bit is set in the Scoreboard against 

the tag of the packet currently being processed. This indicates to the external 

application that is reading the scoreboard that the corresponding packet is 

currently being processed. The IDEs use the tag of the packet to index into 

the Scoreboard. The IDE at the final pipe stage resets the invalid bit on the 

Scoreboard indicating that processing is complete on a particular packet.                    
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5.4 Rule Format 

The rules are stored in a dedicated section of the SRAM in the format 

illustrated in Figure 5.3. The Rule Header contains the protocol field as well 

as information regarding the Source and Destination IP Addresses and Ports 

in the encapsulated Rule. This is followed by the actual Addresses and Ports, 

if any, as indicated by the header. The Header encapsulates the Rule 

Options. Each option begins with an Option Delimiter that tells the Master 

FSM the nature of the option that follows. At the end of every rule there is a 

Rule Delimiter that indicates to the Master FSM that the current rule is 

complete. Such a consistent format of encoding the rules in the SRAM 

allows the DRIDS to implement an optimum number of rules with limited 

memory. 

 

5.5 Rule Header Processing 

The DRIDS Rule Header determines the type of packet, its source and 

destination. The first field in a rule is the protocol. There are four Protocols 

that the DRIDS currently analyzes for suspicious behavior - tcp, udp, icmp, 

and ip. The next portion of the rule header deals with the IP address and port 

information for a given rule. A straight numeric IP address and a CIDR 

block form the addresses. The CIDR block indicates the netmask that should 
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be applied to the rule's address and any incoming packets that are tested 

against the rule. A CIDR block mask of /24 indicates a Class C network, /16 

a Class B network, and /32 indicates a specific machine address.  
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Figure 5.4 : Rule Format 
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5.5 Rule Header Processing 

The DRIDS Rule Header determines the type of packet, its source and 

destination. The first field in a rule is the protocol. There are four Protocols 

that the DRIDS currently analyzes for suspicious behavior - tcp, udp, icmp, 

and ip. The next portion of the rule header deals with the IP address and port 

information for a given rule. A straight numeric IP address and a CIDR 

block form the addresses. The CIDR block indicates the netmask that should 

be applied to the rule's address and any incoming packets that are tested 

against the rule. A CIDR block mask of /24 indicates a Class C network, /16 

a Class B network, and /32 indicates a specific machine address.  

 

The DRIDS implements the rule header using a Finite State Machine called 

the Header FSM, Figure 5.4, which is the first Ropt FSM that is invoked by 

the Master Controller.  

 

5.6 Content Match Option 

Computationally, the content matching option is the most expensive process 

that can be performed in the detection engine and provides a possible area 

for speedup using custom hardware.   
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If a content check is required, Snort uses a Boyer-Moore pattern matching 

algorithm to check the content string held in the Rule Option against the 

entire packet payload. If no match exists, Snort will proceed to the next Rule 

Option in the list. 

 

Boyer-Moore is a rather famous pattern-matching algorithm that is quite fast 

in practice. It uses heuristics to reduce the number of comparisons needed to 

determine if a given text string matches a particular pattern, i.e. it uses 

knowledge of the keyword to search for to skip over unnecessary 

comparisons against the text being searched. The algorithm typically aligns 

the text and the keyword to search for so that the keyword can be checked 

from left to right along the text string beginning with the last character of the 

keyword and ending with the first. 

 

The first heuristic it uses is commonly referred to as a bad character 

heuristic. If a character is seen that does not exist in the keyword to search 

for, the keyword can be shifted forward N characters where N is the length 

of the given keyword. The second heuristic uses knowledge of repeated 

substrings in the keyword. Thus if a mismatch occurs and repeated patterns 

exist in a given keyword, it is able to shift the keyword to the next 
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occurrence of a substring that matches what has already been successfully 

matched. Figure 5.5 depicts the implementation of an Exact Pattern Match 

using the Boyer-Moore Algorithm.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the case of the DRIDS, since the pattern matching is in binary, the bad 

character heuristic will not be very helpful because there are only two 

possibilities for characters that cause the mismatch and they are both likely 

to be in the pattern. However, the bits can be arranged together to make 
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“characters” and the repeated substring heuristic may be exploited to an 

advantage.   

 

5.7 Dynamic Reconfiguration in DRIDS 

The Content Matching option is the most computationally intensive 

procedure in Snort’s Signature based Intrusion Detection scheme. Despite 

the significant speedup achieved by the optimized algorithm, Snort spends 

significant time in exact pattern matching, using up precious processor 

cycles.  

 

The need to analyze packets quickly also forces some IDSs to both detect 

fewer attacks and also detect attacks with as little computing resource as 

possible, which can reduce detection effectiveness. This section of the 

implementation has been chosen to demonstrate the achievable performance 

due to Local Run Time Reconfiguration [19] in the DRIDS. Figure 5.6 and 

figure 5.7 illustrate the implementation of Run Time Reconfiguration during 

an Exact Pattern Match. 
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Elements from a 16 bit adder to a 16 bit comparator. The adder is used in the 

computation of new indices into memory and the comparator is used for the 
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performance of an application when compared to single context FPGAs by 

taking advantage of the idle circuitry of each stage.  

 

The potential drawback of RTR is the latency associated with 

reconfiguration and the challenges posed by the transmission of intermediate 

results from one configuration to the next. In the DRIDS architecture, 

reconfiguration latencies are significantly reduced because of the 

configuration bits being generated from the FSM logic and not loaded from 

an external memory. The single cycle reconfiguration latency aids in the 

transmission of intermediate results between configurations, as the results 

from the previous cycle are available to the LE Data inputs in the following 

configuration cycle. 

 

This implementation leverages the key benefit of reconfigurable devices by 

supporting spatial computations, thus allowing the IDE to perform more 

operations per cycle. It also improves the FPGA utilization by the careful 

partitioning of the content match algorithm into time-exclusive stages. It 

further increases the feasibility of the Dynamic Reconfiguration approach by 

improving reconfiguration time. This organization has inherent density 

advantages over traditional processor designs. 
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5.8 Performance Analysis 

The DRIDS Master FSM and Content Match FSM were designed, validated 

and synthesized. Being the most computationally intensive procedure in the 

Intrusion Detection System, the Content Match FSM was identified as the 

bottleneck in the performance of the DRIDS system.  

  

In simulation, the Content match FSM took an average of 148 cycles to 

match a 64 bit pattern; (Snort Content Match patterns range from 4 bits to 

130 bits) with a 37% improvement from using the Boyer Moore Algorithm 

instead of using a brute-force approach. 

 

Running on a 20 ns clock, with a parallel implementation of optional FSMs, 

the entire DRIDS system will run at 50 MHz. With sufficient capacity to 

hold 50 rules per SRAM, each pipe stage will have an execution time as 

follows: 

 

Execution Time = Rule Count * Cycle Time * Cycles per Rule 

                          = 50 * 20ns * 148 

Execution Time per pipe stage = 148 µS. 
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Speedup due to pipelining = # of pipe stages = 4 

Hence the processing time for a single packet in the DRIDS is 37 µS. This 

equates to a throughput of 0.32 Gbps as the DRIDS processes IP packets of 

1500 octets. (MTU of Ethernet) 

 

This is a significant speedup over the current software implementations that 

run at 25 Mbps as per the experimental results by Cho et al. in [21]. This 

approach also retains the programmability and flexibility of the system by 

storing the rules in embedded SRAM and using them as instructions to the 

DRIDS. Moreover, there are significant area improvements over previous 

hardware implementations of this system [21] where the rules are embedded 

in the hardware, leading to a decrease in the number of rules that may be 

implemented. Using the DRIDS approach and an effective Rule Optimizer, 

all Snort rules currently in use may be implemented in the system.                      

 

 5.9 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the implementation of Network Based Intrusion 

Detection on the DRIDS machine. The speedups achieved by the DRIDS 

result from its ability to minimize reconfiguration latencies by self 
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reconfiguration, reducing memory access time and increasing utilization by 

reconfiguring during Run-Time. To assist in the specific application a novel 

Rule-Lookup format was developed and presented. The achievable speedup 

from Run Time Reconfiguration was demonstrated in the implementation of 

Exact String Matching in the DRIDS. 
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6. Summary and Future Work 

 

6.1 Summary 

Reconfigurable Devices are used extensively by designers due to their ability 

to provide Rapid Prototyping and Unlimited Reconfiguration. However, 

because of the similarity with conventional design approaches, almost all 

reconfigurable logic applications are compile-time configured. The lack of 

sufficient design tools and a well-defined methodology prevents the wide-

spread use of techniques such as Run-Time Reconfiguration. There are few 

entire applications [19] that have been implemented with run-time 

reconfiguration. The area is one that could be further leveraged with some 

extensive exploration. 

 

6.2 Future Work on the DRIDS 

Snort Rule Optimizer 

The Snort Rule-set could be pre-processed by a Rule Optimizer by 

determining their interdependencies and this would significantly reduce the 

number of rules that need to be checked against, thus allowing the DRIDS to 

implement an optimum set of rules with the available SRAM. 
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Multi-Pattern Search 

A Multi-Pattern Search algorithm could be adopted in the Rule Checking 

phase to attain maximum speedup and avoid redundant comparisons. This 

would tremendously increase the parallelism in the application and could be 

treated as an area that could leverage the spatial computations of 

Reconfigurable Devices. 

 

Anomaly Detection 

A further enhancement to the DRIDS system would be the implementation 

of Anomaly Detection, a significant component of many Intrusion Detection 

Systems.   
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Appendix : Verilog Code 
 
/**********************************************************************
*  Block Name  : IDE 
*  Author      : Praveen Prasad 
*  Affiliation : North Carolina State University  
*  Project     : DRIDS - MS Thesis, May 2003 
*  Date        : 04/16/2003 
*  Description : This module implements a single Intrusion Detection           
*  Engine with Dynamically Reconfigurable Logical Elements on the Data 
*  Path.  
**********************************************************************/ 
`include "logical_element.v" 
 
module IDE(Reset, Clock, SramState, DI0, DI1, DI2, DI3, RA0, RA1, RA2, 
RA3); 
 
input Reset, Clock; 
input [2:0] SramState; 
input [7:0]  DI0, DI1; 
input [15:0] DI2, DI3; 
 
output [10:0] RA0, RA1; 
output [11:0] RA2, RA3; 
 
reg [10:0] RA0, RA1;  
reg [11:0] RA2, RA3; 
 
reg [13:0] FSM_RDY, FSM_STAT; 
reg        ROPT_RDY, ROPT_STAT;  
 
/* Master FSM */ 
reg [10:0]  ReadPtr, RulePtr, PktPtr; 
reg         FsmTrackRegEn; 
reg [3:0]   FsmTrackReg; 
reg       IDE_RDY; 
reg         ScbdEn; 
reg         ScbdStat; 
reg [3:0]   FsmStart; 
reg         RulePtrAEn; 
reg [10:0]  ReadPtrInc; 
reg         PatternSizeRegEn; 
reg [3:0]   CurrentRule; 
 
/* Rule Header FSM */ 
reg [31:0] HomeAddressReg; 
reg [31:0] HomeNetworkReg; 
reg [1:0]  HomeCidrReg; 
reg        RuleAddrSel, AddrLoadCtrEn; 
reg [1:0]  PktAddrSel; 
reg [1:0]  AddrLoadCtr; 
 
/* Content Match FSM */  
reg [7:0]  PatternSizeReg; 
reg [11:0] PatternStartReg;   
reg [11:0] ContentPtr; 
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reg [11:0] PatternPtr; 
reg [11:0] SkipPtr; 
reg        RulePtr1En; 
reg        PatternPtrDecEn; 
reg        ContentPtrIncEn;    
reg        ContentPtrReset; 
reg        PatternPtrReset; 
reg [2:0]  MatchSize; 
reg [1:0]  PatternOffset; 
reg        EndOfPattern; 
wire       EndOfPacket; 
 
/* Configuration signals for LE Array */ 
reg Regout2Datain_enable; 
reg RegBypass_enable; 
reg Reg_enable; 
reg CascadeMux_select; 
reg Carry_enable;         
reg [2:0] Sram_Op; 
reg Carry_in; 
 
/* LE Array Data */ 
reg [15:0] Data1; 
reg [15:0] Data2; 
 
/* LE Array Output */ 
wire [15:0] Result; 
wire [7:0]  Carry_out; 
wire [15:0] Cascade_out; 
           
/* State definitions for the finite-state machine */  
parameter [2:0] /* synopsys enum states */ 
 S0 = 3'd0,  
 S1 = 3'd1,  
 S2 = 3'd2,  
 S3 = 3'd3,  
 S4 = 3'd4,  
 S5 = 3'd5; 
 
reg [2:0] CurrentState, CurrentState1, NextState, NextState1;   
   
parameter PASS  = 1'b0; 
parameter FAIL  = 1'b1; 
parameter FALSE = 1'b0; 
parameter TRUE  = 1'b1; 
parameter [3:0]  PROTOCOL = 4'b1010; 
parameter [3:0]  SRCIP    = 4'b1101; 
parameter [4:0]  DESTIP   = 5'b10001; 
parameter [4:0]  SRCPORT  = 5'b10101; 
parameter [4:0]  DESTPORT = 5'b10111;       
parameter [11:0] CONTENT  = 12'b000000101000; 
    
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* This block defines the interface between SRAM and IDE 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(RulePtr)  
 RA0 = RulePtr; 
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always@(ReadPtr) 
 RA1 = ReadPtr; 
  
always@(DI1) 
 CurrentRule = DI1[7:4]; 
  
always@(ContentPtr) 
 RA2 = ContentPtr; 
 
always@(PatternSizeRegEn or ReadPtr or PatternPtr or CurrentState1 or 
SkipPtr) 
 begin 
  if(PatternSizeRegEn) 
   RA3 = (ReadPtr << 1) + 1'b1; 
  else if(CurrentState1 == S3) 
   RA3 = SkipPtr;  
  else 
   RA3 = PatternPtr;  
 end  
  
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Combinatorial Logic that selects the driver of Data 1 and Data 2 to 
* the Logic Elements. 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(CurrentState1 or DI1 or DI2 or DI3 or ContentPtr) 
 begin 
  case(CurrentState1) 
   S0: 
   begin 
    Data1 = DI2;  
    Data2 = DI3; 
   end  
   S1: 
   begin 
    Data1 = DI2;  
    Data2 = DI3; 
   end  
   S2:/* No match on compare. Increment Content Ptr by 1 
and reset Pattern Ptr*/ 
   begin 
    Data1 = ContentPtr;  
    Data2 = 16'd1; 
   end  
   S3:/* 4, 8 or 12 bit match. Increment Content Ptr by 
Skip Table Entry and Reset Pattern Ptr*/ 
   begin 
    Data1 = ContentPtr;  
    Data2 = DI3[15:8]; 
   end  
   S4: 
   begin 
    Data1 = ContentPtr;  
    Data2 = 16'b0000000000000100; 
   end  
   S5: 
   begin 
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    Data1 = DI2;  
    Data2 = DI3; 
   end  
   default: 
   begin 
    Data1 = DI2;  
    Data2 = DI3; 
   end      
  endcase          
 end  
  
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Master FSM  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(CurrentState or SramState or CurrentRule or ReadPtr or ROPT_RDY 
or ROPT_STAT or PatternSizeReg) 
 begin 
  case(CurrentState) /* synopsys parallel_case full_case 
*/ 
   S0: /* Initial State */ 
   begin 
           IDE_RDY  = TRUE; 
           ScbdEn   = FALSE; 
           ScbdStat = TRUE; 
           FsmStart = 4'b0000; 
           FsmTrackRegEn = 1'b0; 
           RulePtrAEn = FALSE; 
           ReadPtrInc  = 10'd0;  
    PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
           if(SramState == S1) 
             NextState = S1; 
    else 
            NextState = S0; 
   end 
    
   S1: /* Read Sram */ 
   begin  
           IDE_RDY  = FALSE;    
           ScbdEn   = FALSE; 
           ScbdStat = TRUE; 
           RulePtrAEn = TRUE; 
           ReadPtrInc  = 11'b00000000000;             
           FsmTrackRegEn = 1'b1; 
                                case(CurrentRule) 
     4'b0000: /* Final Rule in SRAM */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart    = 4'b0000; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState    = S0;    
     end    
     4'b0001: /* Rule Delimiter */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart   = 4'b0000; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState   = S1; 
     end  
     4'b0010: /* Content Match */ 
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     begin 
      FsmStart   = 4'b0010; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = TRUE; 
      NextState   = S2; 
     end  
     4'b0011: /* ttl */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart   = 4'b0011; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b0100: /* tos */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b0100; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b0101: /* id */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b0101; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b0110: /* ipoption*/ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b0110; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b0111: /* fragbits */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b0111; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1000: /* dsize */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1000; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1001: /* flags */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1001; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1010: /* seq */  
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1010; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1011: /* ack */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1011; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
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      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1100: /* itype */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1100; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1101: /* icode */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1101; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1110: /* icmp_id */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1110; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end  
     4'b1111: /* icmp_seq */ 
     begin 
      FsmStart = 4'b1111; 
      PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
      NextState = S3; 
     end   
         endcase           
                        end        
                                        
   S2: /* Content Match Pointer Update */ 
   begin 
           NextState = S3;  
           IDE_RDY   = FALSE; 
           ScbdEn    = FALSE; 
           ScbdStat  = TRUE; 
           FsmTrackRegEn = 1'b0; 
           RulePtrAEn = FALSE; 
           /* This is OK because the ROPT FSMs are no 
longer sampling this signal */ 
           FsmStart  = 4'b0000; 
           ReadPtrInc  = PatternSizeReg; 
    PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
 
   end   
   /* S2 */ 
    
   S3: /* Stall State that samples ROPT FSM o/p */ 
   begin 
           IDE_RDY   = FALSE; 
           FsmStart  = 4'b0000;    
           ReadPtrInc  = 10'd0; 
           FsmTrackRegEn = 1'b0; 
           RulePtrAEn = FALSE; 
    PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
    if(ROPT_RDY & ROPT_STAT) 
    begin 
          ScbdEn    = TRUE; 
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                 ScbdStat  = TRUE; 
          NextState = S0; 
    end       
    else if(ROPT_RDY & !ROPT_STAT) 
    begin 
          ScbdEn    = TRUE; 
                 ScbdStat  = FALSE; 
                 NextState = S0; 
    end       
    else 
    begin 
          ScbdEn    = FALSE; 
                 ScbdStat  = TRUE; 
                 NextState = S3; 
    end       
   end 
   /* S3 */ 
    
   default: 
   begin 
           NextState = S0;  
           IDE_RDY   = FALSE; 
           ScbdEn    = FALSE; 
           ScbdStat  = TRUE; 
           FsmStart  = 4'b0000; 
           RulePtrAEn = FALSE; 
           ReadPtrInc  = 10'd0; 
           FsmTrackRegEn = 1'b0; 
    PatternSizeRegEn = FALSE; 
 
   end 
  endcase 
 end /* always@ */ 
 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Sequential Logic for assigning the Current State from Next State at 
* the positive edge of each clock cycle.  Enables an asynchronous Reset 
* to cause FSM to reset to State 0.  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 CurrentState = S0; 
  else  
   #1 CurrentState = NextState; 
 end /* always@ */ 
  
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* This block also updates the Read pointer at every positive edge of 
clock.  
* This is initialised to the 47th Row of memory, where the Rules begin 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 ReadPtr = 11'b10111000000;  
  else if (CurrentState == S0)  
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   #1 ReadPtr = 11'b10111000000;  
  else  
          #1 ReadPtr = ReadPtr + ReadPtrInc; 
 end /* always@ */ 
  
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Sequential Logic that keeps track of the currently active FSM 
* Controlled by Master FSM 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 FsmTrackReg = 4'b0000; 
  else if (FsmTrackRegEn) 
   #1 FsmTrackReg = FsmStart; 
 end 
 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Combinatorial Mux for Rule Header and Rule Option FSM Status Updates 
to  
* Master FSM. Controlled by Master FSM updated by all Ropt FSM 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(FsmTrackReg or FSM_RDY or FSM_STAT) 
 begin 
  case(FsmTrackReg) 
   4'b0000: /* Final Rule in SRAM */ 
   begin 
    ROPT_RDY  = 1'b0; 
         ROPT_STAT = 1'b0; 
        end    
        4'b0001: /* Rule Delimiter */ 
        begin 
         ROPT_RDY  = 1'b0; 
         ROPT_STAT = 1'b0; 
        end  
   4'b0010: /* Content Match */ 
   begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[0]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[0]; 
    end  
     4'b0011: /* ttl */ 
        begin 
        ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[1]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[1]; 
           end  
           4'b0100: /* tos */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[2]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[2]; 
           end  
           4'b0101: /* id */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[3]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[3]; 
           end  
           4'b0110: /* ipoption*/ 
           begin 
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              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[4]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[4]; 
           end  
           4'b0111: /* fragbits */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[5]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[5]; 
           end  
           4'b1000: /* dsize */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[6]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[6]; 
           end  
           4'b1001: /* flags */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[7]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[7]; 
           end  
           4'b1010: /* seq */  
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[8]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[8]; 
           end  
           4'b1011: /* ack */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[9]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[9]; 
           end  
           4'b1100: /* itype */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[10]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[10]; 
           end  
           4'b1101: /* icode */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[11]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[11]; 
           end  
           4'b1110: /* icmp_id */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[12]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[12]; 
           end  
           4'b1111: /* icmp_seq */ 
           begin 
              ROPT_RDY  = FSM_RDY[13]; 
              ROPT_STAT = FSM_STAT[13]; 
           end   
       endcase           
  end        
 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* FSM1 - Content Match FSM : Uses the Boyer Moore Algorithm to perform 
an  
* an Exact Pattern Match on the packet content.  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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always@(CurrentState1 or EndOfPacket or EndOfPattern or FsmStart or 
Result or MatchSize or PatternOffset) 
begin 
 Regout2Datain_enable    = FALSE; 
 RegBypass_enable    = TRUE; 
 Reg_enable    = FALSE; 
 CascadeMux_select    = FALSE; 
 Carry_enable    = TRUE;         
 Carry_in    = 1'b0; 
 case(CurrentState1) /* synopsys parallel_case full_case */ 
  S0: /* Initial State */ 
  begin 
   PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
   ContentPtrReset = TRUE; 
   PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
   RulePtr1En   = TRUE; 
   Sram_Op   = 3'b111; 
   if(FsmStart == 4'b0010) 
   begin 
    FSM_RDY[1]   = TRUE; 
    FSM_STAT[1]   = TRUE; 
    NextState1   = S5; 
   end  
   else 
   begin 
    FSM_RDY[1]   = FALSE; 
    FSM_STAT[1]   = TRUE; 
    NextState1   = S0; 
   end  
  end 
  /* S0 */ 
     
  S5: /* Stall State */ 
  begin 
   PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
   ContentPtrReset = TRUE; 
   PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
   RulePtr1En   = TRUE; 
   Sram_Op   = 3'b111; 
   FSM_RDY[1]   = FALSE; 
   FSM_STAT[1]   = TRUE; 
   NextState1   = S1; 
  end 
  /* S0 */ 
 
  S1: /* Read Content Size and Compute Max. Entry in Skip 
Table */ 
  begin 
   RulePtr1En    = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrReset    = FALSE; 
   Sram_Op   = 3'b111; 
   /* This is where you update the values of the Pattern 
Pointer and Content Pointer. 
      (just their indices.)*/ 
   case({EndOfPattern,EndOfPacket}) 
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    2'b00: 
    begin 
     FSM_RDY[1]  = FALSE; 
     FSM_STAT[1]  = TRUE; 
     case(MatchSize) 
      3'b001: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       NextState1      = S3;  
  
      end 
      3'b010: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
            
  
       NextState1      = S3;  
  
      end 
      3'b011: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
            
  
       NextState1      = S3;  
            
      end 
      3'b100: 
      begin 
      /* This is the only time we go to                  
                                       S4. It means we're on to a  
      pattern! Here the LE Array becomes      
                                    a subtractor */ 
       PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = TRUE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       NextState1      = S4; 
       end 
      default: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       NextState1      = S2;  
  
      end 
     endcase 
    end 
    2'b01: 
    begin 
     case(MatchSize) 
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      3'b001: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       NextState1      = S0; 
       FSM_RDY[1]  = TRUE; 
       FSM_STAT[1]  = FALSE; 
      end 
      3'b010: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
            
  
       NextState1      = S0; 
       FSM_RDY[1]  = TRUE; 
       FSM_STAT[1]  = FALSE; 
      end 
      3'b011: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
            
  
       NextState1      = S0; 
       FSM_RDY[1]  = TRUE; 
       FSM_STAT[1]  = FALSE; 
      end 
      3'b100: 
      begin 
      /* YOu're onto a pattern at the end 
of the packet, unlikely corner case. */ 
       PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = TRUE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       NextState1      = S4; 
       FSM_RDY[1]  = FALSE; 
       FSM_STAT[1]  = TRUE; 
       end 
     endcase 
    end 
    2'b10: 
    begin 
     case(MatchSize) 
      3'b001: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       if(PatternOffset == 2'b11) 
       begin 
        NextState1 = S0; 
        FSM_RDY[1] = TRUE; 
        FSM_STAT[1] = TRUE; 
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       end 
       else 
       begin 
        NextState1      = S0; 
        FSM_RDY[1] = TRUE; 
        FSM_STAT[1] = FALSE; 
       end  
      end 
      3'b010: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
            
  
       if((PatternOffset == 2'b10) 
|| (PatternOffset == 2'b11)) 
       begin 
        NextState1 = S0; 
        FSM_RDY[1] = TRUE; 
        FSM_STAT[1]= TRUE; 
       end 
       else 
       begin 
        NextState1 = S0; 
        FSM_RDY[1] = TRUE; 
        FSM_STAT[1] = FALSE; 
       end  
      end 
      3'b011: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
            
  
       if(PatternOffset != 2'b00) 
       begin 
        NextState1  = S0; 
        FSM_RDY[1] = TRUE; 
        FSM_STAT[1] = TRUE; 
       end 
       else 
       begin 
        NextState1  = S0; 
        FSM_RDY[1] = TRUE; 
        FSM_STAT[1] = FALSE; 
       end  
      end 
      3'b100: 
      begin 
       PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
       PatternPtrDecEn = TRUE; 
       ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
       NextState1      = S0; 
       FSM_RDY[1]  = TRUE; 
       FSM_STAT[1]  = TRUE; 
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       end 
     endcase 
    end 
    2'b11: 
    begin 
     PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
     PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
     ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
     NextState1      = S0; 
     FSM_RDY[1]  = TRUE; 
     FSM_STAT[1]  = FALSE; 
     end 
   endcase 
  end 
  /* S1 */ 
 
  S2: /*  */ 
  begin 
   ContentPtrReset = FALSE; 
   PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
   PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrIncEn = TRUE; 
   Sram_Op  = 3'b101; 
   NextState1      = S1; 
   FSM_RDY[1]  = FALSE; 
   FSM_STAT[1]  = TRUE; 
  end 
  /* S2 */ 
    
  S3: /*  */ 
  begin 
   ContentPtrReset = FALSE; 
   PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
   PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrIncEn = TRUE; 
   Sram_Op  = 3'b101; 
   NextState1      = S1; 
   FSM_RDY[1]  = FALSE; 
   FSM_STAT[1]  = TRUE; 
  end 
  /* S3 */ 
    
  S4: /*  */ 
  begin 
          ContentPtrReset = FALSE; 
   PatternPtrReset = FALSE; 
   PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrIncEn = TRUE; 
   Sram_Op  = 3'b110; 
   NextState1      = S1; 
   FSM_RDY[1]  = FALSE; 
   FSM_STAT[1]  = FALSE; 
  end 
  /* S4 */ 
 
  default: 
  begin 
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   ContentPtrReset = FALSE; 
   PatternPtrReset = TRUE; 
   PatternPtrDecEn = FALSE; 
   ContentPtrIncEn = FALSE; 
   Sram_Op  = 3'b101; 
   NextState1      = S0; 
   FSM_RDY[1]  = TRUE; 
   FSM_STAT[1]  = FALSE; 
  end 
 endcase 
 end /* always@ */ 
 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
* Sequential Logic for assigning the Current State from Next State at 
* the positive edge of each clock cycle.  Enables an asynchronous Reset 
* to cause FSM to reset to State 0.  
*----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 CurrentState1 = S0; 
  else  
   #1 CurrentState1 = NextState1; 
 end /* always@ */ 
 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
* Combinatorial Logic that determines the Match Size from the Result of 
the 
* computation in the Logic Element Array 
*----------------------------------------------------------------------
----*/ 
always@(Result) 
 begin 
  if(Result == 16'b1111111111111111) 
   MatchSize = 3'b100; 
  else if(Result[11:0] == 12'b111111111111) 
   MatchSize = 3'b011; 
  else if(Result[7:0] == 8'b11111111) 
   MatchSize = 3'b010; 
  else if(Result[3:0] == 4'b1111) 
   MatchSize = 3'b001; 
  else  
   MatchSize = 3'b000; 
 end 
 
  
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
* This block updates the Pattern pointer and Content Pointer at every  
* positive edge of clock. This is controlled by the Master FSM and 
FSM1. 
* NOte: This can also be done using 2's Complement            
*----------------------------------------------------------------------
----*/ 
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always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 PatternPtr = 12'b111111111111; 
  else if(PatternPtrReset) 
   /* When Reset the Pattern needs to start at the Read 

Ptr and pass over the Skip Table and the Pattern 
itself. Passing over the Skip Table takes 8 

      increments of the Pattern Ptr. */ 
  #1 PatternPtr = PatternStartReg + PatternSizeReg + 3'b100; 
   else if(PatternPtrDecEn)  
    #1 PatternPtr = PatternPtr - 3'b100; 
 end /* always@ */ 
 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
    /* Ptr initialised to location with a 20 octet 
offset*/ 
   #1 ContentPtr = CONTENT; 
  else if(ContentPtrReset) 
   #1 ContentPtr = CONTENT; 
  else if(ContentPtrIncEn) 
    #1 ContentPtr = Result[11:0];  
 end /* always@ */ 
 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* This block updates the Pattern Size when control is trasferred to 
FSM1.  
* This is controlled by the Master FSM. 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 SkipPtr = 12'b000000000000; 
//  else if(FullMatch) 
//   #1 SkipPtr <= PatternStartReg - 3'b100; 
  else if((CurrentState1 == S1) && (MatchSize == 3'b001)) 
   #1 SkipPtr = PatternStartReg; 
  else if((CurrentState1 == S1) && (MatchSize == 3'b010)) 
    #1 SkipPtr = PatternStartReg + 2'b10; 
  else if((CurrentState1 == S1) && (MatchSize == 3'b011)) 
   #1 SkipPtr = PatternStartReg + 3'b100; 
 end/* always@ */ 
 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* This block updates the Pattern Size when control is trasferred to  
* FSM1. This is controlled by the Master FSM. 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 PatternSizeReg = 4'b0000; 
  else if(PatternSizeRegEn) 
   #1 PatternSizeReg = DI3[15:8]; 
 end /* always@ */ 
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/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* This block stores the location of the beginning of the pattern (so we  
* know it when we hit the end of pattern since we're matching  
* backwards. This is controlled by the Master FSM.  
* -------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
 begin 
  if(!Reset) 
   #1 PatternStartReg = 4'b0000; 
  else if(PatternSizeRegEn) 
   #1 PatternStartReg = (ReadPtr << 1) + 2'b11; 
 end /* always@ */ 
 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
* Combinatorial block maintains a flag to indicate when Pattern Ptr is 
* at the end (beginning) of pattern.  
* -------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
always@(PatternPtr or PatternStartReg) 
 begin 
  if(PatternPtr <= (PatternStartReg + 4'b1000)) 
  begin 
   /* This could be 1, 2 or 3 */ 
   EndOfPattern  = 1'b1; 
   PatternOffset = (PatternStartReg + 4'b1000) - 
PatternPtr;  
  end  
  else 
  begin 
   EndOfPattern  = 1'b0; 
   PatternOffset = 2'b00; 
  end  
 end 
 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Combinatorial block maintains a flag to indicate when Content Ptr is 
* at the end of the packet.  
* -------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
assign EndOfPacket = (ContentPtr == 12'b10111111110) ? 1'b1:1'b0; 
 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Instances of 8 Logical Elements. 
* -------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

logical_element le0(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
 .CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), .
 Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         

.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_in), .Data1(Data1[0]), 

.Data2(Data1[1]),  

.Data3(Data2[0]), .Data4(Data2[1]), 

.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[1:0]),  
 .Carry_out(Carry_out[0]), .LE_out(Result[1:0])); 
          

logical_element le1(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable), 

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
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.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 

.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         

.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[0]), .Data1(Data1[2]), 

.Data2(Data1[3]),  

.Data3(Data2[2]), .Data4(Data2[3]), 

.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[3:2]),  
 .Carry_out(Carry_out[1]), .LE_out(Result[3:2])); 
 

logical_element le2(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 
.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         
.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[1]), .Data1(Data1[4]), 
.Data2(Data1[5]),  
.Data3(Data2[4]), .Data4(Data2[5]), 
.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[5:4]),  

 .Carry_out(Carry_out[2]), .LE_out(Result[5:4])); 
 

logical_element le3(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 
.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         
.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[2]), .Data1(Data1[6]), 
.Data2(Data1[7]), .Data3(Data2[6]), .Data4(Data2[7]), 
.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[7:6]),  

 .Carry_out(Carry_out[3]), .LE_out(Result[7:6])); 
 

logical_element le4(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 
.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         
.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[3]), .Data1(Data1[8]), 
.Data2(Data1[9]), .Data3(Data2[8]), .Data4(Data2[9]), 
.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[9:8]),  
.Carry_out(Carry_out[4]), .LE_out(Result[9:8])); 

 
logical_element le5(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 
.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         
.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[4]), .Data1(Data1[10]), 
.Data2(Data1[11]),  
.Data3(Data2[10]), .Data4(Data2[11]), 
.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[11:10]),  

 .Carry_out(Carry_out[5]), .LE_out(Result[11:10])); 
 

logical_element le6(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 
.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         
.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[5]), .Data1(Data1[12]), 
.Data2(Data1[13]),  
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.Data3(Data2[12]), .Data4(Data2[13]), 

.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[13:12]),  
 .Carry_out(Carry_out[6]), .LE_out(Result[13:12])); 
 

logical_element le7(.Reset(Reset), .Clock(Clock), 
.Regout2Datain_enable(Regout2Datain_enable),  

 .RegBypass_enable(RegBypass_enable), .Reg_enable(Reg_enable),  
.CascadeMux_select(CascadeMux_select), 
.Carry_enable(Carry_enable),         
.Sram_Op(Sram_Op), .Carry_in(Carry_out[6]), .Data1(Data1[14]), 
.Data2(Data1[15]), .Data3(Data2[14]), .Data4(Data2[15]), 
.Cascade_out(Cascade_out[15:14]), .Carry_out(Carry_out[7]), 
.LE_out(Result[15:14])); 

 
 
endmodule 
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/********************************************************************* 
  Block Name  : SRAM 
  Author      : Praveen Prasad 
  Affiliation : North Carolina State University  
  Project     : MS Thesis, May 2003 
  Date        : 03/16/2003 
  Description : This module implements the Embedded Sram with explicit                 
                decoders 
**********************************************************************/ 

 
module SRAM(CLK, WA, WE, DI, RA,  DO,   
                             RA0, DO0, 
                             RA1, DO1, 
                             RA2, DO2, 
                             RA3, DO3); 
 
input CLK; 
 
/* 256 bit Write port */ 
input WE; 
input [5:0]WA; 
input [255:0] DI; 
 
/* 256 bit Read port */ 
input [5:0]RA; 
input [255:0] DO; 
 
/* 8 bit Read ports */ 
input [10:0] RA0, RA1; 
input [11:0] RA2, RA3;                                
output [7:0] DO0, DO1;  
output[15:0] DO2, DO3; 
 
wire [255:0] DO0_tmp, DO1_tmp, DO2_tmp, DO3_tmp; 
reg [7:0]  DO0, DO1;  
reg [15:0] DO2, DO3; 
 
/* Memory */ 
reg [255:0] Mem [63:0]; 
 
always @(posedge CLK) 
begin 
  if(WE)  
    Mem[WA] = DI; 
end     
 
assign DO = Mem[RA]; 
assign DO0_tmp = Mem[RA0[10:5]]; 
assign DO1_tmp = Mem[RA1[10:5]]; 
assign DO2_tmp = Mem[RA2[11:6]]; 
assign DO3_tmp = Mem[RA3[11:6]]; 
 
/* Subfield Extraction for 8 bit Read */ 
always @(DO0_tmp or RA0) 
begin 
   casex(RA0[4:0]) 
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     5'b11111 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[7:0]; 
     5'b11110 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[15:8];     
     5'b11101 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[23:16];     
     5'b11100 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[31:24];     
     5'b11011 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[39:32];     
     5'b11010 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[47:40];     
     5'b11001 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[55:48];     
     5'b11000 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[63:56];     
     5'b10111 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[71:64]; 
     5'b10110 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[79:72];     
     5'b10101 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[87:80];     
     5'b10100 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[95:88];     
     5'b10011 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[103:96];     
     5'b10010 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[111:104];     
     5'b10001 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[119:112];     
     5'b10000 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[127:120];     
     5'b01111 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[135:128]; 
     5'b01110 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[143:136];     
     5'b01101 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[151:144];     
     5'b01100 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[159:152];     
     5'b01011 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[167:160];     
     5'b01010 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[175:168];     
     5'b01001 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[183:176];     
     5'b01000 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[191:184];     
     5'b00111 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[199:192]; 
     5'b00110 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[207:200];     
     5'b00101 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[215:208];     
     5'b00100 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[223:216];     
     5'b00011 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[231:224];     
     5'b00010 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[239:232];     
     5'b00001 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[247:240];     
     5'b00000 : DO0 = DO0_tmp[255:248];     
   endcase   
end 
 
always @(DO1_tmp or RA1) 
begin 
   casex(RA1[4:0]) 
     5'b11111 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[7:0]; 
     5'b11110 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[15:8];     
     5'b11101 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[23:16];     
     5'b11100 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[31:24];     
     5'b11011 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[39:32];     
     5'b11010 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[47:40];     
     5'b11001 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[55:48];     
     5'b11000 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[63:56];     
     5'b10111 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[71:64]; 
     5'b10110 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[79:72];     
     5'b10101 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[87:80];     
     5'b10100 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[95:88];     
     5'b10011 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[103:96];     
     5'b10010 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[111:104];     
     5'b10001 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[119:112];     
     5'b10000 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[127:120];     
     5'b01111 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[135:128]; 
     5'b01110 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[143:136];     
     5'b01101 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[151:144];     
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     5'b01100 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[159:152];     
     5'b01011 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[167:160];     
     5'b01010 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[175:168];     
     5'b01001 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[183:176];     
     5'b01000 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[191:184];     
     5'b00111 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[199:192]; 
     5'b00110 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[207:200];     
     5'b00101 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[215:208];     
     5'b00100 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[223:216];     
     5'b00011 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[231:224];     
     5'b00010 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[239:232];     
     5'b00001 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[247:240];     
     5'b00000 : DO1 = DO1_tmp[255:248];     
   endcase   
end 
 
always @(DO2_tmp or RA2) 
begin 
   casex(RA2[5:0]) 
     6'b000000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[255:240]; 
     6'b000001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[251:236];     
     6'b000010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[247:232];     
     6'b000011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[243:228];     
     6'b000100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[239:224];     
     6'b000101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[235:220];     
     6'b000110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[231:216];     
     6'b000111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[227:212];     
     6'b001000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[223:208]; 
     6'b001001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[219:204];     
     6'b001010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[215:200];     
     6'b001011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[211:196];     
     6'b001100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[207:192];     
     6'b001101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[203:188];     
     6'b001110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[199:184];     
     6'b001111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[195:180];     
     6'b010000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[191:176]; 
     6'b010001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[187:172];     
     6'b010010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[183:168];     
     6'b010011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[179:164];     
     6'b010100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[175:160];     
     6'b010101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[171:156];     
     6'b010110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[167:152];     
     6'b010111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[163:148];     
     6'b011000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[159:144]; 
     6'b011001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[155:140];     
     6'b011010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[151:136];     
     6'b011011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[147:132];     
     6'b011100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[143:128];     
     6'b011101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[139:124];     
     6'b011110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[135:120];     
     6'b011111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[131:116];     
     6'b100000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[127:112]; 
     6'b100001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[123:108];     
     6'b100010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[119:104];     
     6'b100011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[115:100];     
     6'b100100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[111:96];     
     6'b100101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[107:92];     
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     6'b100110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[103:88];     
     6'b100111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[99:84];     
     6'b101000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[95:80]; 
     6'b101001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[91:76];     
     6'b101010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[87:72];     
     6'b101011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[83:68];     
     6'b101100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[79:64];     
     6'b101101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[75:60];     
     6'b101110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[71:56];     
     6'b101111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[67:52];     
     6'b110000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[63:48]; 
     6'b110001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[59:44];     
     6'b110010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[55:40];     
     6'b110011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[51:36];     
     6'b110100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[47:32];     
     6'b110101 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[43:28];     
     6'b110110 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[39:24];     
     6'b110111 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[35:20];     
     6'b111000 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[31:16]; 
     6'b111001 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[27:12];     
     6'b111010 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[23:8];     
     6'b111011 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[19:4];     
     6'b111100 : DO2 = DO2_tmp[15:0];     
   endcase   
end 
 
 
always @(DO3_tmp or RA3) 
begin 
   casex(RA3[5:0]) 
     6'b000000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[255:240]; 
     6'b000001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[251:236];     
     6'b000010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[247:232];     
     6'b000011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[243:228];     
     6'b000100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[239:224];     
     6'b000101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[235:220];     
     6'b000110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[231:216];     
     6'b000111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[227:212];     
     6'b001000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[223:208]; 
     6'b001001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[219:204];     
     6'b001010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[215:200];     
     6'b001011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[211:196];     
     6'b001100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[207:192];     
     6'b001101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[203:188];     
     6'b001110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[199:184];     
     6'b001111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[195:180];     
     6'b010000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[191:176]; 
     6'b010001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[187:172];     
     6'b010010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[183:168];     
     6'b010011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[179:164];     
     6'b010100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[175:160];     
     6'b010101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[171:156];     
     6'b010110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[167:152];     
     6'b010111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[163:148];     
     6'b011000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[159:144]; 
     6'b011001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[155:140];     
     6'b011010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[151:136];     
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     6'b011011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[147:132];     
     6'b011100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[143:128];     
     6'b011101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[139:124];     
     6'b011110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[135:120];     
     6'b011111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[131:116];     
     6'b100000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[127:112]; 
     6'b100001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[123:108];     
     6'b100010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[119:104];     
     6'b100011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[115:100];     
     6'b100100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[111:96];     
     6'b100101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[107:92];     
     6'b100110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[103:88];     
     6'b100111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[99:84];     
     6'b101000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[95:80]; 
     6'b101001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[91:76];     
     6'b101010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[87:72];     
     6'b101011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[83:68];     
     6'b101100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[79:64];     
     6'b101101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[75:60];     
     6'b101110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[71:56];     
     6'b101111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[67:52];     
     6'b110000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[63:48]; 
     6'b110001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[59:44];     
     6'b110010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[55:40];     
     6'b110011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[51:36];     
     6'b110100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[47:32];     
     6'b110101 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[43:28];     
     6'b110110 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[39:24];     
     6'b110111 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[35:20];     
     6'b111000 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[31:16]; 
     6'b111001 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[27:12];     
     6'b111010 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[23:8];     
     6'b111011 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[19:4];     
     6'b111100 : DO3 = DO3_tmp[15:0];     
   endcase   
end 
endmodule 
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/********************************************************************* 
  Block Name  : Logical Element 
  Author      : Praveen Prasad 
  Affiliation : North Carolina State University  
  Project     : MS Thesis, May 2003 
  Date        : 02/16/2003 
  Description : This module implements a run-time-reconfigurable                    
              : Logical Element based on the LE in Altera Flex10K FPGA. 
**********************************************************************/ 
 
module logical_element(Reset,  
                       Clock,  
                       Regout2Datain_enable, /* Data1 & Data2are driven 
by Reg1 and Reg2 */ 
                       RegBypass_enable,/* Register drives o/p */ 
             Reg_enable,      /* Registers Compute_out */ 
                       CascadeMux_select,/* Selects between Carry and 
Compute */ 
                       Carry_enable,         
                       Sram_Op,          /* Selects SRAM operation */ 
                       Carry_in, 
                       Data1, 
                       Data2, 
                       Data3, 
                       Data4, 
                       Cascade_out, 
                       Carry_out, 
                       LE_out); 
 
/*---------------------------Inputs----------------------------------*/ 
input Reset, Clock; 
input Regout2Datain_enable, RegBypass_enable, Reg_enable, 
CascadeMux_select, Carry_enable; 
input [2:0] Sram_Op; 
input Carry_in, Data1, Data2, Data3, Data4; 
 
/*--------------------------Outputs----------------------------------*/ 
output Carry_out; 
output [1:0] LE_out, Cascade_out; 
 
/*----------------------------Regs-----------------------------------*/ 
reg add_carry; 
reg [31:0] Mux1_in, Mux2_in; 
reg Data1_int, Data2_int; 
reg [1:0] Compute_out, Cascade_out, Reg_out, LE_out; 
reg Carry_out; 
 
 
always@(Carry_in or Carry_enable) 
begin 
  add_carry = Carry_in & Carry_enable; 
end 
 
/*-------------------------Look-Up-Table----------------------------*/ 
always@(Sram_Op or add_carry) 
begin 
casex({add_carry,Sram_Op}) 
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      5'b?000 :  begin//AND 
                    Mux1_in = 
32'b11100100101000000100010000000000;//SRAM[1]; 
                  //Mux1_in = 
32'b11011000010100001000100000000000;//SRAM[1]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end     
      5'b?001 :  begin//OR 
                  Mux1_in = 
32'b11111111111011101111010111100100;//SRAM[2]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end         
      5'b?010 :  begin//NAND 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b00011011010111111011101111111111;  
//NANDSRAM[3]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end 
      5'b?011 :  begin//NOR 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b00000000000100010000101000011011;  
//NORSRAM[4]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end 
      5'b?100 :  begin//XOR 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b00011011010011101011000111100100;  
//XORSRAM[5]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end 
      5'b0101 :  begin//ADD NO CARRY 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b10010011010011100011100111100100;  
//ADD NO CARRYSRAM[6]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b1110110010000000;  //CARRY BIT 
                  end 
      5'b1101 :  begin//ADD CARRY 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b11100100100100110100111000111001;  
//ADD CARRYSRAM[7]; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b1111111011001000;  //CARRY BIT 
                  end 
      5'b0110 :  begin 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b00111001010011101001001111100100;  
//SUB NO CARRY 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0111001100010000; 
                  end 
      5'b1110 :  begin 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b11100100001110010100111010010011;  
//SUB CARRY 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b1111011100110001; 
                  end 
      5'b?111 :  begin//COME      
                  Mux1_in = 32'b11100100101100010100111000011011;  
//COMPARE EQUAL 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end 
 default:  begin 
                  Mux1_in = 32'b00000000000000000000000000000000; 
                  Mux2_in = 16'b0000000000000000;  //Zero 
                  end        
endcase 
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end 
 
always@(Regout2Datain_enable or Data1 or Data2 or LE_out) 
begin 
  casex(Regout2Datain_enable) 
       1'b0: begin 
               Data1_int = Data1; 
               Data2_int = Data2; 
             end   
       1'b1: begin 
               Data1_int = Reg_out[0]; 
               Data2_int = Reg_out[1]; 
             end 
  endcase 
end 
 
always@(Data4 or Data3 or Data2_int or Data1_int or Mux1_in) 
begin 
  casex({Data4, Data3, Data2_int, Data1_int}) 
       4'b0000: Compute_out = Mux1_in[1:0];   
       4'b0001: Compute_out = Mux1_in[3:2];   
       4'b0010: Compute_out = Mux1_in[5:4];   
       4'b0011: Compute_out = Mux1_in[7:6];   
       4'b0100: Compute_out = Mux1_in[9:8];   
       4'b0101: Compute_out = Mux1_in[11:10];   
       4'b0110: Compute_out = Mux1_in[13:12];   
       4'b0111: Compute_out = Mux1_in[15:14];   
       4'b1000: Compute_out = Mux1_in[17:16];   
       4'b1001: Compute_out = Mux1_in[19:18];   
       4'b1010: Compute_out = Mux1_in[21:20];   
       4'b1011: Compute_out = Mux1_in[23:22];   
       4'b1100: Compute_out = Mux1_in[25:24];   
       4'b1101: Compute_out = Mux1_in[27:26];   
       4'b1110: Compute_out = Mux1_in[29:28];   
       4'b1111: Compute_out = Mux1_in[31:30];   
  endcase 
end 
 
always@(Data4 or Data3 or Data2_int or Data1_int or Mux2_in) 
begin   
  casex({Data4, Data3, Data2_int, Data1_int}) 
       4'b0000: Carry_out = Mux2_in[0]; 
       4'b0001: Carry_out = Mux2_in[1]; 
       4'b0010: Carry_out = Mux2_in[2]; 
       4'b0011: Carry_out = Mux2_in[3]; 
       4'b0100: Carry_out = Mux2_in[4]; 
       4'b0101: Carry_out = Mux2_in[5]; 
       4'b0110: Carry_out = Mux2_in[6]; 
       4'b0111: Carry_out = Mux2_in[7]; 
       4'b1000: Carry_out = Mux2_in[8]; 
       4'b1001: Carry_out = Mux2_in[9]; 
       4'b1010: Carry_out = Mux2_in[10]; 
       4'b1011: Carry_out = Mux2_in[11]; 
       4'b1100: Carry_out = Mux2_in[12]; 
       4'b1101: Carry_out = Mux2_in[13]; 
       4'b1110: Carry_out = Mux2_in[14]; 
       4'b1111: Carry_out = Mux2_in[15]; 
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  endcase 
end 
 
always@(CascadeMux_select or Compute_out or Carry_out) 
begin 
   if(CascadeMux_select) 
     Cascade_out = Compute_out; 
   else 
     Cascade_out = {1'b0,Carry_out};    
end 
 
always@(posedge Clock or negedge Reset) 
begin 
   if(!Reset) 
      Reg_out <= 2'b00;  
   else if(Reg_enable == 1'b0) 
      Reg_out <= 2'b00; 
   else  
      Reg_out <= Compute_out;    
end 
 
always@(RegBypass_enable or Reg_out or Compute_out) 
begin 
        if(RegBypass_enable == 1'b1) 
   LE_out = Compute_out;  
 else 
   LE_out = Reg_out; 
end    
endmodule 
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Appendix B : Synthesis Result 

 

 
                        Design Analyzer (TM) 
                      Behavioral Compiler (TM) 
                        DC Professional (TM) 
                           DC Expert (TM) 
                            DC Ultra (TM) 
                         VHDL Compiler (TM) 
                          HDL Compiler (TM) 
                        Library Compiler (TM) 
                         Power Compiler (TM) 
                          DFT Compiler (TM) 
                         Test Compiler (TM) 
                            BSD Compiler 
                      DesignWare Developer (TM) 
                          DesignPower (TM) 
 
            Version 2001.08 for sparcOS5 -- Aug 08, 2001 
              Copyright (c) 1988-2001 by Synopsys, Inc. 
                         ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
design_analyzer> Read -f Verilog IDE.v 
Loading Verilog file 
'/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v' 
Running PRESTO HDLC 
Loading db file 
'/afs/bp.ncsu.edu/dist/synopsys200108/libraries/syn/standard.sldb' 
Loading db file 
'/afs/bp.ncsu.edu/dist/synopsys200108/libraries/syn/gtech.db' 
Loading db file 
'/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/dist/cadence/local/cmosx/ms080_synopsys/compiled_tec
h/ms080/ms080cmosxCells_XXW.db' 
Compiling source netlist file 
/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 52 in file 
 'logical_element.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|            56            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 105 in file 
 'logical_element.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           107            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 119 in file 
 'logical_element.v' 
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=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           121            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 141 in file 
 'logical_element.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           143            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine logical_element line 171 in file 
  'logical_element.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|     Reg_out_reg     | Flip-flop |   2   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 136 in file 
 '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           138            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 180 in file 
 '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           182            |    user/user     | 
|           207            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 411 in file 
 '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           413            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Statistics for case statements in always block at line 501 in file 
 '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v' 
=============================================== 
|           Line           |  full/ parallel  | 
=============================================== 
|           509            |    user/user     | 
|           554            |    auto/auto     | 
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|           559            |    auto/auto     | 
|           601            |    auto/auto     | 
|           654            |    auto/auto     | 
=============================================== 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 373 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|  CurrentState_reg   | Flip-flop |   1   |  N  | N  | Y  | N  | Y  | N  
| N  | 
|  CurrentState_reg   | Flip-flop |   2   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 846 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|   ContentPtr_reg    | Flip-flop |  10   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
|   ContentPtr_reg    | Flip-flop |   2   |  Y  | N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 892 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
| PatternStartReg_reg | Flip-flop |  12   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 385 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|     ReadPtr_reg     | Flip-flop |   4   |  Y  | N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  
| N  | 
|     ReadPtr_reg     | Flip-flop |   7   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 801 in file 
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  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|  CurrentState1_reg  | Flip-flop |   3   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 833 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|   PatternPtr_reg    | Flip-flop |  12   |  Y  | N  | N  | Y  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 399 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|   FsmTrackReg_reg   | Flip-flop |   4   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 861 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
|     SkipPtr_reg     | Flip-flop |  12   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
 
Inferred memory devices in process 
 in routine IDE line 879 in file 
  '/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/IDE.v'. 
======================================================================= 
|    Register Name    |   Type    | Width | Bus | MB | AR | AS | SR | 
SS | ST | 
======================================================================= 
| PatternSizeReg_reg  | Flip-flop |   8   |  Y  | N  | Y  | N  | N  | N  
| N  | 
======================================================================= 
Presto compilation completed successfully. 
Current design is now 
'/afs/unity.ncsu.edu/users/p/pprasad/DRIDS_synth/logical_element.db:log
ical_element' 
{"logical_element", "IDE"} 
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design_analyzer> create_schematic -size infinite    -gen_database  
Loading db file 
'/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/dist/cadence/local/cmosx/synopsys/libraries/generic.
sdb' 
Loading db file 
'/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/dist/cadence/local/cmosx/ms080_synopsys/compiled_sym
/ms080/ms080cmosx_symbols.sdb' 
Loading db file 
'/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/dist/cadence/local/cmosx/synopsys/libraries/basic.sd
b' 
Loading db file 
'/afs/bp.ncsu.edu/dist/synopsys200108/libraries/syn/1_25.font' 
1 
design_analyzer> link_library = {"ms080cmosxCells_XXW.db"} 
{"ms080cmosxCells_XXW.db"} 
design_analyzer> target_library = {"ms080cmosxCells_XXW.db"} 
{"ms080cmosxCells_XXW.db"} 
design_analyzer> set_operating_conditions -library 
"ms080cmosxCells_XXW" "T125_V4.5" 
Using operating conditions 'T125_V4.5' found in library 
'ms080cmosxCells_XXW'. 
1 
design_analyzer> Create_clock -period 20 -waveform {0 10} Clock 
Performing Create_clock on port 'Clock'.  
1 
design_analyzer> Create_clock -period 20 -waveform {0 10} Clock 
Performing Create_clock on port 'Clock'.  
1 
design_analyzer> set_dont_use ms080cmosxCells_XXW/PULLUP 
Performing set_dont_use on library cell 'ms080cmosxCells_XXW/PULLUP'.  
1 
design_analyzer> set_dont_use ms080cmosxCells_XXW/PULLUP 
Performing set_dont_use on library cell 'ms080cmosxCells_XXW/PULLUP'.  
1 
design_analyzer> replace_synthetic -ungroup 
Information: Evaluating DesignWare library utilization. (UISN-27) 
 
======================================================================= 
| DesignWare Library                                         |  
Available  | 
======================================================================= 
| DesignWare-Basic                                           |      *      
| 
| DesignWare-Foundation                                      |             
| 
======================================================================= 
 
  Loading target library 'ms080cmosxCells_XXW' 
  Allocating blocks in 'logical_element' 
  Allocating blocks in 'logical_element' 
  Transferring Design 'logical_element' to database 
'logical_element.db' 
1 
design_analyzer> check_design 
1 
design_analyzer> check_timing 
Information: Updating design information... (UID-85) 
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Warning: Design 'logical_element' contains unmapped cells. 
 Use report_cell to list unmapped cells in the design. (OPT-309) 
 
Warning: The following end-points are not constrained for maximum 
delay. 
 
End point 
--------------- 
Carry_out 
Cascade_out[0] 
Cascade_out[1] 
LE_out[0] 
LE_out[1] 
1 
design_analyzer> compile -map_effort medium -verify -verify_effort 
medium 
 
  Loading design 'logical_element' 
  Copying Design (for verification) 
 
  Beginning Pass 1 Mapping 
  ------------------------ 
  Structuring 'logical_element' 
  Mapping 'logical_element' 
 
  Beginning Mapping Optimizations  (Medium effort) 
  ------------------------------- 
 
  Beginning Delay Optimization Phase 
  ---------------------------------- 
 
   ELAPSED            WORST NEG TOTAL NEG  DESIGN                             
    TIME      AREA      SLACK     SLACK   RULE COST         ENDPOINT          
  --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------------------- 
 
 
  Beginning Area-Recovery Phase  (cleanup) 
  ----------------------------- 
 
   ELAPSED            WORST NEG TOTAL NEG  DESIGN                             
    TIME      AREA      SLACK     SLACK   RULE COST         ENDPOINT          
  --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------------------
------ 
    0:00:06  131778.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  129825.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  127872.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  126270.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  126270.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  125100.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  117513.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
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    0:00:06  115173.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  115173.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  111379.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  111379.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  111379.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  111379.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  109926.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  109926.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  108756.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  103275.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  103275.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  103275.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  103275.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  103275.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  100219.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  100219.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  100219.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06  100219.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   97312.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   97312.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   97312.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   97312.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   95575.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   95575.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   95575.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   94405.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   92952.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   92952.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   91498.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   91498.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   90045.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   90045.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   89973.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   89689.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   89406.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   87952.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   87952.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   87669.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   87385.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   87102.0      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
    0:00:06   86818.5      0.00       0.0       0.0                           
 
  Optimization Complete 
  --------------------- 
  Transferring design 'logical_element' to database 
'logical_element.db' 
 
  Verifying Designs logical_element  (Medium effort) 
  Verification Succeeded 
Current design is 'logical_element'. 
1 
design_analyzer> create_schematic -size infinite    -gen_database  
1 
design_analyzer> report_timing  
Information: Updating design information... (UID-85) 
  
**************************************** 
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Report : timing 
        -path full 
        -delay max 
        -max_paths 1 
Design : logical_element 
Version: 2001.08 
Date   : Tue May 20 13:50:29 2003 
**************************************** 
 
Operating Conditions: T125_V4.5   Library: ms080cmosxCells_XXW 
Wire Load Model Mode: top 
 
  Startpoint: Sram_Op[1] (input port) 
  Endpoint: Reg_out_reg[1] 
            (rising edge-triggered flip-flop clocked by Clock) 
  Path Group: Clock 
  Path Type: max 
 
  Point                                    Incr       Path 
  ----------------------------------------------------------- 
  clock (input port clock) (rise edge)     0.00       0.00 
  input external delay                     0.00       0.00 f 
  Sram_Op[1] (in)                          0.00       0.00 f 
  U150/Y (INV)                             0.95       0.95 r 
  U106/Y (OR2)                             0.92       1.87 r 
  U130/Y (INV)                             0.48       2.35 f 
  U157/Y (NOR2)                            0.56       2.91 r 
  U190/Y (DSEL2)                           1.11       4.02 r 
  U121/Y (INV)                             0.37       4.40 f 
  U120/Y (OR2)                             0.78       5.17 f 
  U135/Y (INV)                             0.30       5.48 r 
  U178/Y (OAI21)                           1.27       6.75 f 
  U187/Y (OAI31)                           1.50       8.25 r 
  U170/Y (OAI321)                          1.94      10.19 f 
  Reg_out_reg[1]/SD (DFFR_SCN)             0.00      10.19 f 
  data arrival time                                  10.19 
 
  clock Clock (rise edge)                 20.00      20.00 
  clock network delay (ideal)              0.00      20.00 
  Reg_out_reg[1]/CP (DFFR_SCN)             0.00      20.00 r 
  library setup time                      -1.63      18.37 
  data required time                                 18.37 
  ----------------------------------------------------------- 
  data required time                                 18.37 
  data arrival time                                 -10.19 
  ----------------------------------------------------------- 
  slack (MET)                                         8.18 
 
 
1 
design_analyzer> report_area 
  
**************************************** 
Report : area 
Design : logical_element 
Version: 2001.08 
Date   : Tue May 20 13:51:05 2003 
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**************************************** 
 
Library(s) Used: 
 
    ms080cmosxCells_XXW (File: 
/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/dist/cadence/local/cmosx/ms080_synopsys/compiled_tech
/ms080/ms080cmosxCells_XXW.db) 
 
Number of ports:               20 
Number of nets:               108 
Number of cells:               91 
Number of references:          20 
 
Combinational area:       76306.500000 
Noncombinational area:    10260.000000 
Net Interconnect area:      undefined  (No wire load specified) 
 
Total cell area:          86566.500000 
Total area:                 undefined 
1 
design_analyzer>  
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Simulation Result 

 


